The Crimson Ride serves more than two million riders on its main routes and more than 200,000 on its 348-Ride and area express buses. In a recent survey, 90% of riders remembered the ads they were exposed to while riding.

## RAIL SIGN PRICING
Pricing for all rail signs is composed of two separate charges: sign production/printing and the space cost and is priced per semester.

**Printing/Production/Installation (large bus)**
- 11” x 30” .................................................. $20 each
- 11” x 60” .................................................... $40 each
- 11” x 90” .................................................... $60 each

**Space Cost per Semester (large bus)**
- 22 buses .............................................. $1,320
- 44 buses .............................................. $2,320
- 11” x 30” .................................................. $2,420
- 11” x 60” .................................................. $3,620
- 11” x 90” .................................................. $4,190

**Printing/Production/Installation (cutaway bus)**
- 9.5” x 30” .............................................. $20 each

**Space Cost per Semester (cutaway bus)**
- 9.5” x 30” .............................................. $600

## BUS SPECS
Large buses used for routes and charters: 44 Ads should be 11” high, but message/type cannot continue to within 3/4” of edge of sign.

Cutaway buses used for 348-RIDE, local and express uses: 7 Ads should be 9 1/2” high, but message/type cannot continue to within 1/2” of sign edge.

Handles are used on all buses. Handle image size is 5” X 2.75”. The image may bleed on all sides.

All rail signs are priced per semester. Prices can be prorated by week after the beginning of the semester.

Allow up to 7 days after receipt of artwork/copy for production/proofing of the signs. Allow up to 14 business days from the final proof for production and installation of signs. All rail and handle signs are placed randomly on buses. Placement on specific buses or routes cannot be accommodated.

## HANDLE SIGN PRICING
Pricing for all handle signs includes sign production/printing and the space cost and is priced per month.

**Amount Printing/Installation & Space Cost**
- 50 handles ............................................. $300
- 100 handles ......................................... $500
- 150 handles ......................................... $750
- 200 handles ......................................... $900